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Abstract— In this paper, a vehicle handling assistant control
system has been developed to improve vehicle steerability and
stability in dynamic vehicle handling maneuvers by utilizing
electrical drivetrain based vehicle dynamic control technology.
The proposed Independent axle Torque Biasing (ITB) tech-
nology takes advantage of the direct yaw control moment
obtained from differential left-to-right wheel torques to achieve
additional torque steering. The highly integrated control system
is expected to provide more powerful and smooth vehicle
dynamic control performance in a wider range of application
scenarios with minimal driving interventions. The proposed ITB
control system has been designed to assist the vehicle handling
to be close to a linear vehicle handling characteristic in normal
driving situations and to restrain the vehicle lateral dynamics
to be within the stable handling region in extreme maneuvers.
Simulation results are provided to demonstrate the validity and
effectiveness of the proposed ITB technology in vehicle dynamic
handling assistance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Vehicle handling assistant systems and stability control

systems have been extensively and intensively investigated in

the automotive industry in recent years both for safety control

and for handling enhancement. Different control technologies

have been proposed and implemented to assist the driver

in achieving a higher level of vehicle steerability and in

retaining stability (no fishtailing or plowing) as well as to im-

prove driving comfort. For steerability enhancement, active

front steering (AFS) systems have been extensively studied

by both the auto industry and research institutes [1][2][3].

AFS improves the vehicle steering response and helps the

driver to avoid getting into critical handling situations. As

the vehicle dynamics approach the handling limit and the

lateral tire forces saturate, AFS becomes less effective. In

order to maintain vehicle stability under critical driving

conditions, the drivetrain based (e.g. torque vectoring) and

the brake based (e.g. ESP) vehicle dynamic stability control

(VDC) systems that utilize differential driving/braking forces

between the left and right sides of the vehicle to produce

the required corrective yaw moment have been developed

[4][5][6][7][8]. These systems are quite powerful when the

handling limit is approached because the additional yaw

control moment is obtained from the biased tire longitudinal

force even in the vicinity of the friction limit. Nevertheless,

these control systems are either not available all the time

or not desirable in normal driving situations because of the

direct interference of the control action on the longitudinal

vehicle dynamics and hence disturbances to the driver. A

torque vectoring system may not bring unexpected vehicle

motion, but its effectiveness is limited by the availability of

the traction torques.

Due to the limitations of existing vehicle dynamic control

technologies, it is highly desirable to have an active vehicle

dynamic control system that is capable of assisting the

vehicle handing and stability improvement in a wider range

of vehicle handling scenarios while minimizing undesired

driving interventions. Electrical vehicle propulsion is viewed

as the next generation of vehicle powertrain technology. An

extension to the regular hybrid electrical drivetrain structure

is the in-wheel-motor electric drive system [9]. Such a

distributed propulsion device provides independent wheel

control in both acceleration and braking. The direct drive

feature allows for differential torque biasing at a driven axle,

with the option of braking with one wheel while accelerating

with the other. This torque distribution capability is named

as Independent axle Torque Biasing (ITB) technology. As

a result, the independent driven wheels provides another

steering control input, i.e. torque steering. An additional yaw

moment can be generated for vehicle steering enhancement

and stability improvement purposes by regulating the vehicle

yaw rate and side slip motions. It is more effective in en-

hancing vehicle stability because the yaw moment resulting

from the difference in longitudinal tire forces of the left and

right wheels is less significantly influenced by lateral vehicle

acceleration.

This paper will focus on applying ITB technology at the

rear driven axle. As shown in Figure 1, given the total

traction torque to the rear axle Tdr, a yaw control moment

Mc can be generated by differentially distributing the drive

torque between the two rear wheels:

Tdr = (Fx3 + Fx4)Rw (1)

Mc = (Fx3 − Fx4)T/2 (2)

where Rw is the effective wheel radius and T is the

trackwidth. The wheel longitudinal force Fx3 and Fx4 have

the freedom to take either a positive value or a negative

value irrespective of Tdr. This distinguishes ITB from a

common torque vectoring technology in which both F x3

and Fx4 must have the same sign as that of Tdr. Let Frm

be absolute value of the maximum available rear tire force

constrained by the subsystem limits, regenerative capability

and the friction conditions. The total available range of the

active yaw moment control torque is:

−FrmT ≤ Mc ≤ FrmT (3)

The theoretical maximum of ITB yaw control moment for

torque steering doubles and the ITB yaw control moment

is available all the time. A wider range of application is
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expected, which enables ITB to be a more valuable and

promising vehicle dynamic control technology. The extended

yaw control moment is obtained by offsetting the tire

longitudinal forces without any compliance to the vehicle

traction condition in most driving scenarios. Minimal driver’s

perception to the active control actions can be achieved

and the resultant vehicle is more convenient to handle and

more comfortable to drive. Most importantly, the proposed

ITB control technology aims to constrain vehicle instability

tendency before it happens.

This paper is organized as follows: in the next section,

a brief discussion of the vehicle models for this study is

presented. The overall ITB control system structure and

control system development will be provided in section 3.

Control actuation constraints will be discussed in section 4.

Simulation results are shown in section 5 to prove the validity

and the effectiveness of the proposed ITB vehicle dynamic

control technology. Finally, the contributions and conclusions

of the work are summarized in section 6.

II. VEHICLE MODEL DEVELOPMENT

In this study, two types of vehicle dynamic models have

been developed for vehicle dynamic handling assistant anal-

ysis and control design purposes. The first one is a linear

vehicle model that will be utilized for steady state analysis

and control algorithm design. The second vehicle model

is a nonlinear model for control system evaluation through

comprehensive computer simulations. Both models represent

a typical static understeer passenger vehicle.

The 2 DOF linear bicycle model, which is a good represen-

tation of the lateral vehicle dynamics in the linear handling

region, is employed for steady state vehicle handling property

analysis and active yaw dynamic controller design. It only

includes the lateral vehicle dynamics of yaw rate r and side

slip angle β. The linear vehicle dynamics can be described

by the following state space equations based on small angle

and constant longitudinal vehicle speed assumptions:

ẋ = Ax + Bδ + BcMc (4)

x = (β, r)T

A =

[

−
Cαf+Cαr

mU

lrCαr−lf Cαf

mU2 − 1
lrCαr−lf Cαf

Izz
−

l2f Cαf+l2rCαr

IzzU

]

B =

[

Cαf
mU

lf Cαf

Izz

]

, Bc =

[

0
1/Izz

]

where m is the vehicle mass and Izz is the yaw moment

of inertia. lf and lr are illustrated in Figure 1. In the linear

vehicle model, the vehicle longitudinal speed U is constant.

The parameters Caf and Car are defined as the general

axle cornering stiffness for the front axle and the rear axle

respectively. The cornering stiffness is the gradient of lateral

tire force versus tire slip angle following the SAE definition

[10]. Mc is the active yaw control moment to be designed

in this study for the purposes of handling assistant control

and vehicle lateral stability improvement.

A non-linear vehicle handling model for simulation pur-

poses has also been developed for this study. The 8 DOF

Fig. 1. The Vehicle Model and ITB Control Mechanism

nonlinear vehicle simulation model consists of the three

planar motions plus sprung mass roll motion relative to the

chassis and the rotational dynamics of the four wheels. The

steering system is assumed to be stiff and only front wheel

steering will be considered in this paper. The equations of

motion for the nonlinear vehicle model are given as:

m(V̇x − Vyr) − mshṙφ = ΣFx (5)

m(V̇y + Vxr) + mshṙφ = ΣFy (6)

Izz ṙ − Ixzφ̈ = ΣMz (7)

Ixxφ̈ + msh(V̇y + Vxr) − Ixz ṙ = ΣMx (8)

Iwω̇i = −RwFxwi + Ti (i = 1, · · · , 4) (9)

ΣFx = Fx1 + Fx2 + Fx3 + Fx4 − Fl

ΣFy = Fy1 + Fy2 + Fy3 + Fy4

ΣMz = lf (Fy1 + Fy2) − lr(Fy3 + Fy4) + Mc + Md

ΣMx = [msgh − (Kφf + Kφr)φ − (Dφf + Dφr)φ̇

m = ms + muf + mur

Fyf = Fy1 + Fy2

Fyr = Fy3 + Fy4

where Fl is the simplified total vehicle resistance load. ms

and mu are vehicle sprung mass and unsprung mass. Ixx

is the roll moment of inertia. hcg is the height of center of

gravity. In the nonlinear vehicle dynamic model, the vehicle

longitudinal speed is represented by Vx to differentiate with

the constant speed U used in the linear vehicle model. The

active yaw control moment generated by the ITB control

system is generated from the rear axle tire longitudinal

differential forces as in equation (1) and (2). Another key

element in comprehensive vehicle simulations is the tire

model, which incorporates physical nonlinearities to the

simulation horizon. The STIREMOD tire model used in

this study is capable of comprehensive tire force simulation

covering the full operating range of the tire. For full details

of STIREMOD see [11] for reference.

III. CONTROL SYSTEM STRUCTURE AND DEVELOPMENT

The first task in the ITB control system development is to

understand the generic vehicle behavior in different driving
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situations and to identify suitable control regions for different

control objectives. To this end, the nonlinear vehicle dynamic

property will be demonstrated in the vehicle side slip angle

phase plane using a simplified 2 DOF yaw plane model. The

phase plane of the vehicle side slip angle and the angular

velocity are obtained using a two dimensional vehicle han-

dling model under various initial conditions. The 2-D vehicle

model is a simplified version of the nonlinear model in which

only the lateral dynamics are being considered at constant

vehicle speed setpoint:

mUβ̇ = Fyf + Fyr − mUr (10)

Izz ṙ = lfFyf − lrFyr (11)

where Fyf and Fyr are the lumped front and rear lateral tire

forces computed from the nonlinear tire model.

Fig. 2. Control Region Analysis at 75 kph

In Figure 2, vehicle trajectories at 75 kph are plotted on

a β − β̇ phase plane irrespective to steering input. Within a

certain region, the vehicle trajectories will converge to the

origin. On the other hand, vehicle trajectories outside that

region will diverge, which indicates the loss of stability. The

physical vehicle stability limit can be determined from the

phase plane analysis illustrated. On the phase plane property,

two saddle point (s1, s2) and one convergence point at the

origin are identified. The yaw control region is determined

as a diamond shaped area by the points (d1, d2) and inter-

sections of β̇ axis at (d3, d4). Within the yaw control region,

the lateral vehicle dynamic has a strong stability conservation

such that the vehicle is suitable for steering assistant control

(yaw rate control) without violating the stability requirement.

The study results also indicate that basic vehicle handling

stability will become worse as vehicle speed increases or as

friction condition gets lower. As a result, the stable region

will shrink towards the origin. Outside this yaw control

region, the vehicle is either marginally stable or it spins out as

the vehicle side slip angle diverges. In this region, the ITB

stability control is necessary to bring the vehicle dynamic

back to a stable state.

The second task is to design an active yaw assistant

and safety control algorithm using LQG control strategy.

Basic designs are carried out at typical vehicle state set-

points based on the linear vehicle model. The design of an

active yaw control system is an optimal disturbance rejection

problem if the unforeseeable steering input is viewed as

disturbance, i.e. an arbitrary signal in the bandwidth of the

driver steering input. It is desirable to optimize the active yaw

control system across the range of all possible steering inputs

rather than in response to a constant steering value. The

steering input can be modeled as colored noise by filtering

white noise through a band limited low pass filter. In this

paper, the filter used in [12] will be used in the ITB control

system design. The steering input spectrum can be modeled

approximately as:

Sδ(ω) =
m1

ω2 + m2

(12)

This corresponds to a white noise filtered through a first

order system, which has a cut-off frequency at m2 rad/s
and a static sensitivity value m1. In state space, it can be

represented as:

ẋf = Afxf + Bfw (13)

δ = Cfxf (14)

LQG minimizes a chosen performance index according to

the application requirements set by the user. By selecting

the weighting matrices Q and R properly, a balance can be

achieved among the design objectives and control effort. The

active yaw control system design is thus a tradeoff between

minimizing yaw tracking error, constraining body sideslip

motion and limiting energy consumption of the ITB actuation

components. In this study, the weighting matrices Q and R
penalize the desired output x = [β − βd, r − rd] and the

control input u = Mc, respectively. The desired yaw rate is

modified from the linear vehicle model yaw rate output to

smoothly limit the vehicle yaw rate based on the tire/road

condition as follows:

rd = sign (Gγδ) · min
(

|Gγδ| ,
∣

∣

∣

µg

U

∣

∣

∣

)

(15)

βd =
Gβ

Gγ

rd (16)

where vehicle speed setpoint U is a low-pass filtered signal

from instantaneous vehicle speed. Gβ and Gγ are system

steady state transfer gain from δ to β and r respectively

Gβ =
lr −

mr

Cαr
U2

L + KuU2
Gγ =

U

L + KuU2

The linear vehicle model for control design purpose with

the ITB yaw control moment Mc is given in equation (4).

Define new control variable:

X =

[

xβ

xr

]

=

[

β − βd

r − rd

]

(17)

and incorporate the filter dynamics into this model, a new

extended model is obtained as follows:

E ˙̄X = ĀX̄ + B̄Mc, Y = C̄X̄ (18)
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The LQG control objective is designed as:

J =

∫

∞

0

(

Y T QY + M2
c R

)

dt (19)

The LQG feedback control law is

Mc = −KlqrX̄ = −Klqr[β − βd, r − rd, δ/Cf ]T (20)

where

E =





1 0 CfGβ

0 1 CfGr

0 0 1



 X̄ =





xβ

xr

xf





Ā =

[

A BCf

0 Af

]

, B̄ =





0
1

Izz

0





C̄ =

[

1 0 0
0 1 0

]

, Q =

[

q1 0
0 q2

]

q1, q2 and R are all positive constants. By properly adjusting

the weighting matrices, an optimal LQG feedback controller

Mc = −KlqrX is obtained with specific weighting on

control objectives. For example, the steering assistant control

(yaw control) can be designed using q2 ≫ q1 by exerting

high penalty on the yaw rate tracking error. On the other

hand, vehicle stability control law is designed using q1 ≫ q2

by punishing excessive β values. Calibrating R with respect

to q1 and q2 will balance on how much control effort the

ITB system is going to exert to achieve a certain control

objective. This is an important calibration consideration in

the presence of actuation saturations.

In order to coordinate different control strategies, a control

region based arbitrator is necessary in order to determine

appropriate control action in different driving situations. The

yaw control region is defined by the following equation:
∣

∣

∣
β − βref ± β̇

∣

∣

∣
≤ d(U, µ) (21)

where the positive parameter d is a function of vehicle speed

setpoint U and road friction coefficient µ. The value of d
will decrease as U goes high and as µ reduces. When the

vehicle state is in this region, steering enhancement control

will be used to assist the driver in a turning maneuver.

Stability control must be applied when the vehicle state is

outside the yaw control region. In order to avoid unnecessary

control law switches, the control arbitrator will only set the

effective control law back to steering enhancement control if

the stability control has been activated when all the following

conditions are satisfied:
∣

∣

∣
β − βref ± β̇

∣

∣

∣
≤ d(U, µ) − dhyst(U, µ) (22)

and

Tstable ≥ tset(U, µ) (23)

where dhyst is a hysteretic parameter that requires that the

vehicle achieve a higher level of stability conservation and

remain in the compressed stable region for at least tset time

duration before releasing the stability control.

IV. CONTROL ACTUATION LIMIT ANALYSIS

For the ITB handling assistant control designed for a typ-

ical electrical drivetrain, the main system constraints come

from the subsystem capabilities and the available support

from the environment. In order to enable independent rear

axle torque biasing, the electrical drivetrain must be able

to deliver enough traction or braking torque to the wheels

such that the requested direct yaw control moment can be

generated. The drivetrain torque capability is bounded by

the motor torque limits, motor toque gradient limits and

electrical power limits that are determined by the battery

SOC and temperature. In this study, a 30 kW motor is

assumed to be installed on each rear wheel. Each is assumed

to have a 1.4 Nm/ms torque gradient limit. The maximum

regenerative braking power is assumed to be 14 kW with

626 Nm maximal wheel torque supply.

Besides the system power and torque limitations on the

ITB actuation, another important ITB restriction is the

ground friction condition. The minimum of the obtainable

road friction force and the available powertrain torque supply

determines how much ITB direct yaw control moment can be

generated. While the powertrain system limitations are de-

terministic, the environmental limitations are imperceptible

and unforeseeable in real applications. It is important to be

able to estimate the ground friction condition such that proper

control feedback gain can be selected to optimize the control

function. To this end, a slip controller is included in the

ITB control loop. The slip control system has the following

control tasks: a). to estimate and feedback the approximate

friction condition; b). to regulate wheel slip with respect to an

optimal slip setpoint; c). to restrain wheel slip from entering

the unstable slip region. A typical traction control algorithm

has been used for these purposes. A more comprehensive

slip controller has also been developed for the ITB control

system as reported in [13].

V. SIMULATION VERIFICATION

In this paper, the ITB handling assistant system is evalu-

ated through nonlinear vehicle model simulations. The test

case selected is an increasing magnitude sinusoidal steering

maneuver. The vehicle is initially running at 75 kph and

a cruise controller is implemented to regulate the vehicle

speed around 75 kph using available traction capability.

The steering input profile is shown in Figure 3, in which

the vehicle road wheel steering angle magnitude linearly

increases from zero to 25 degree in 50 seconds. The fre-

quency of the sinusoidal steering signal is 0.75 Hz, which is

close to the vehicle lateral dynamic’s natural frequency. This

maneuver is highly critical in terms of vehicle stability and

steerability verification. In the low to medium steering level

(0 to 10 degrees), the vehicle will gradually lose steerability

in comparison with a linear vehicle’s response property as the

steering angle increases. As the vehicle becomes more and

more in understeer, it is harder and harder to negotiate a turn.

On the other hand, the vehicle side slip angle will increase at

large steering levels especially when the friction condition is

low. In the following analysis, the vehicle without active ITB
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control system is named as passive vehicle and the vehicle

under ITB control is named as active vehicle.

The first simulation test is carried out on dry asphalt

ground where friction coefficient µ = 0.85 is used. On a

high µ surface, the passive vehicle keeps a high level of

lateral force reservation in most of the driving scenarios.

The main concern in handling assistant is the yaw rate

degradation. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the simulation

results from the passive vehicle simulation. In these plots,

a reference signal is indicated by ”ref” and FL, FR, RL

and RR denote signals associated to the four wheels. Even

though the passive vehicle remains stable, it cannot properly

follow the driver’s steering input. The passive vehicle starts

showing yaw rate degradation after 7 seconds from where

the nonlinear vehicle’s yaw rate is less than the reference

yaw rate as shown in the bottom plot of Figure 4. As a

result, the passive vehicle’s side slip angle is also less than

the reference level as shown in the top plot of Figure 5.

In the next simulation, an active vehicle is used and

the simulation results are plotted in Figure 6 and Figure

7. From the bottom plot of the Figure 6, it is clear that

the vehicle steering performance has been largely improved

as the nonlinear vehicle yaw rate tracks the reference yaw

rate accurately. Additionally, the ITB controller releases the

yaw rate tracking accuracy in the presence of large side

slip angle in order to reserve vehicle stability. The tracking

error becomes noticeable at the handling limit for the active

vehicle. This is due to the functional limitation of the stand-

alone steerability controller in bounding the sideslip motion

of the vehicle at the handling limit. The steering enhance-

ment control is active before around 22 seconds. Excessive

side slip motion is identified at around 22 seconds by the

control arbitrator and it switches the ITB to the stability

control. After that, the stability controller restrains the side

slip motion in the presence of a large steering input and the

active vehicle’s side slip angle is confined within ±0.1 rad.

This ensures that the vehicle lateral stability is guaranteed.

Control region 1 indicates yaw control region and control

region 3 indicates stability control region. Control Region 0

indicates no active ITB control.

The next simulation is low friction condition test where the

vehicle stability is critical due to a low level of lateral force

reservation. The friction coefficient used in this simulation

is µ = 0.2. The passive vehicle simulation results are given

in Figure 8 and Figure 9. During this critical maneuver,

the passive vehicle reaches the handling limit at around 30

seconds in this alternating sequence and the vehicle spins out

as the side slip angle become quite large (more than 45o).

On the other hand, the active vehicle keeps stable vehicle

motion and it follows the reference yaw rate in satisfactory

accuracy as shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11. Throughout

the test, the vehicle side slip angle is confined in ±0.05 rad

level. The vehicle stability control objective is achieved.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a vehicle handling assistant control system

has been developed to improve vehicle steerability and
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Fig. 3. Sinusoidal maneuver test steering profile

Fig. 4. Passive vehicle simulation on high µ ground part I

Fig. 5. Passive vehicle simulation on high µ ground part II

Fig. 6. Active vehicle simulation on high µ ground part I
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Fig. 7. Active vehicle simulation on high µ ground part II

Fig. 8. Passive vehicle simulation on low µ surface part I

Fig. 9. Passive vehicle simulation on low µ surface part II

Fig. 10. Active vehicle simulation on low µ surface part I

Fig. 11. Active vehicle simulation on low µ surface part II

stability in dynamic vehicle handling maneuvers utilizing the

proposed ITB technology. A basis has been established for

the application of ITB technology for the dynamic control

of a hybrid electric vehicle. In future work, control actuation

issues, control consistency and robustness will be addressed.

The driver’s responses to the ITB controlled vehicle will

be evaluated in different control scenarios. Furthermore,

extensions of the torque biasing technology to all driven

wheels are being studied to further expand the application

scenarios.
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